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Abstract
Tropical deforestation is the second largest source of anthropogenic GHG emissions and the
major driver of the ongoing wave of mass species extinction. Yet, despite strong
international pressure and diverse initiatives by tropical countries, the conversion rate has
remained unabated for more than 25 years. Here we introduce a dynamic marginal approach
that analyses the distribution of conservation benefits and costs across geopolitical scales
and their behavior as deforestation advances. The case study focused on the Brazilian
Amazon projects that under the current regime of incentives the conversion will continue
until 70% of the original forest is gone. Despite a few quantitative uncertainties, this
approach provides insights for future research and points to a systematic international
cooperation as the key to halt tropical deforestation.

INTRODUCTION
After being historically concentrated in the temperate regions of the North1, the conversion
process is now focused on the most diverse and productive ecosystems of the planet, the
tropical forests. Despite its 1.3 billion hectares4 representing only c. 8.6% of Earth’s
terrestrial surface, tropical forests produce 31,6% of annual land NPP5, and hold between
half and two thirds of all living species of the planet6.
It is estimated that between 8.1[7] and 15.2[4] million hectares of tropical forests are converted
every year. Resulting greenhouse gas emissions amounted to 18-25% of global
anthropogenic emissions8,9, making tropical deforestation the second largest source of
emissions, closely behind Energy (24%) and well ahead of Transport (14%) and Industry
(14%)8,9.
The conversion of natural environments is the main driving force behind the explosive
growth in extinctions rates10, presently between a hundred and a thousand times higher than
natural rates, with a further tenfold increase expected in the near future1. Recent field
observations11 appear to support these catastrophic scenarios.
Not surprisingly, the conversion process is considered1 the largest negative impact factor in
the provision of ecosystem services, the purely anthropocentric concept encompassing the
benefits nature provides to mankind12. Yet, despite strong international pressure and several
and diverse attempts made by their host countries in recent years, the rate of conversion of
tropical forests remains staggeringly high.
The impact of the projected massive loss of Earth’s biodiversity has been more completely
understood in the recent past, when the main significance of biodiversity changed from the
potential value of individual species to their role in the maintenance of ecosystem functioning
and, consequently, in the provision of ecosystem services.
This paper investigates how the distribution of ecosystem benefits across different
stakeholders on different scales has a fundamental role in the persistence of tropical
deforestation and the consequent GHG emissions. An initial systematic analysis of case
studies available in the literature identifies some interesting patterns and suggests a decisive
role for one of the classical failures of economic systems. Following, a novel approach
applied to the conversion process in the Brazilian Amazon aims to test this hypothesis. Even
if some of the quantitative results should be regarded cautiously, this approach offers
important insights and applications for both research and policy.
Its strong qualitative conclusions suggest that if we are interested in safeguarding what
these forests represent for our own wellbeing, it will be necessary to cooperate
internationally. If implemented, such cooperation would be much cheaper, straightforward
and beneficial than recent international initiatives such as the Kyoto protocol. Far from being
competitive, however, both approaches are complementary and strongly synergistic.
THE BIASED TRADE-OFF
As converting an ecosystem has, on the one hand, a significant negative impact on the
services supplied by it to humanity, while on the other hand it increases the production of
alternative valuable goods, there is a clear trade off in the choice of conserving or converting
a given area. The main characteristic of this trade off is that it is strongly biased in favor of
the option for conversion. There is ample literature showing how our growing but still limited
knowledge of the workings of environmental systems, in conjunction with well-known failures
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in the economic system that are especially evident in this context, create a strong bias
against the conservation option for a given natural environment 1.
An important portion of this bias derives from the fact that while the benefits provided by
converting a given natural environment to alternative uses are well known, observable and
measurable, the benefits provided by conserving the environment in its original form are still
imperfectly understood and their measurement extremely complicated due to the slight and
flawed insertion of these benefits into the economic system. Even when they are adequately
identified, environmental services are usually measured either in physical units (such as
volumes of regulated atmospheric gasses) or in more abstract units (such as cultural
values), which are normally undervalued in comparison with the immediately observable
monetary values of the benefits of conversion.
The valuation process is an important tool in attenuating the bias mentioned above, although
still subject to important and much debated limitations2. Its objective here is to make an
adequate identification of the total economic value of the natural environment in question,
leading to a less flawed comparison between the benefits of a natural environment and
alternative land-uses.
ANALYSIS OF CASE-STUDIES
As converting an ecosystem has, on the one hand, a significant negative impact on the
services supplied by it to humanity, while on the other hand it increases the production of
alternative valuable goods, there is a clear trade off in the choice of conserving or converting
a given area. The academic literature is rich in works that apply valuation methods to
estimate the diverse benefits provided by natural systems and their components. Much less
frequent, however, are works that make comparisons between the benefits of conservation
and those of conversion to alternative uses. After a review of the literature, 14 works were
selected that compare, directly or indirectly, the benefits of these two alternatives (Table 1).
From a systematic analysis of these works, two important observations can be made. The
first is that in most cases – in eleven of the fourteen works – the conservation option
presents superior benefits than the conversion to alternative uses. The three works14,20,21
that do not reach the same conclusion analyze ecosystem benefits only of a local character,
and, as explicitly noted in one of them21, the inclusion of benefits on other scales would
probably reverse the conclusion.
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Pearce (1991), Barbier et al. (1994), Pearce (1994), Turner et al. (1994), Hempel (1996), Jakobsson and
Dragun (1996), Manson (1996), OECD (1996), Swanson (1996), Swanson (1997) and Fearnside (2000) and.
2
See, for example, Costanza and Folke (1997), Rees (1998), Daily et al. (2000), Turner (2000)and Farber et al.
(2002).
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Table 1.1:
Country
Region

Analysis of Case Studies
/

Ecosystem

Brazil13

Trop. Forest

Peru14

Trop. Forest

Cameroon15 Trop. Forest
Malaysia16

Trop. Forest

Brazil17

Trop. Forest

Brazil18

Trop. Forest

Madagascar
19

Trop. Forest

Sri Lanka20 Trop. Forest
Kenya21

Savanna

Thailand22

Mangrove

United
Kingdom23

Temp.
Forest
Mixed
Australia24
(Kakadu)
Temp.
Canada25
Wetlands
Scandinavia Boreal
26
Forest

Alternative
Conclusions
Use
Agric./Cattl
Ecos. Glob. Value > $ Conversion
e + Timber
Agriculture
$ Conversion > Ecos.
+ Timber Value
Ecos. Glob. Value > $ Conversion > Ecos.
Agriculture
Value
Ecos. Glob. Value > $ Conversion ≈ Ecos.
Timber
Value
Ecos. Glob. Value > $ Conversion > Ecos.
Cattle
Value
Ecos. Glob. Value > $ Conversion > Ecos.
Average
Value
Timber + Ecos. Glob. Value > $ Conversion > Ecos.
Agriculture Value
Timber +
$ Conversion > Ecos.
Agriculture Value
$ Conversion > Ecos.
Average
Value
Shrimp
$ Conversion < Ecos.
Farm
Value
$ Conversion < Ecos.
Timber
Value
$ Conversion < Ecos.
Mining
Value
$ Conversion < Ecos.
Agriculture
Value
$ Conversion < Ecos.
Agriculture
Value

Nat.
Nat.
Nat.
Nat.
Nat.
Nat.
Nat.
Nat.
Nat.
Nat.
Nat.
Nat.
Nat.

The second conclusion is reached with the introduction of the different spatial dimensions of
the ecosystem services in the analysis. While some services have a local or regional
character, other services have a global dimension. Dissociation and classification of benefits
for each service according to its spatial character demonstrates a highly relevant pattern for
understanding the behaviour of the conversion process. On the one hand, it is observed that
in all four works that analyze natural environments in high-income countries23-26,
conservation shows superior benefits, even when only benefits of services of a local or
national character are considered.
On the other hand, of the nine studies that analyze national or local ecosystem benefits in
medium or low income countries14-22, only the study related to mangrove ecosystems22
reaches a similar conclusion. Of the other eight, one is not conclusive in this respect16 and
the other seven reach exactly the opposite conclusion, that is, that the national benefits of
the natural area are inferior to the benefits of conversion to alternative uses. When the global
benefits are included in the analysis, however, the balance always tilts towards conservation.
This second observation demonstrates the fundamental role played by a well-known failure
of the economic system – that is externality. An externality is the consequence (positive or
negative) that an action performed by a group of stakeholders has on another group that
does not take part in the decision process. Its occurrence in this case is related, on the one
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hand, to the different spatial dimensions of the services provided by the natural
environments, and on the other, to the organization of the global geopolitical system in
sovereign and independent nation states. The consequence of these two factors together is
that a portion of the benefits provided by the ecosystems is appropriated by individuals in
other countries that do not participate in the internal decision-making process of the
countries that own the resources.
A KEY MARKET-FAILURE
The role of the externality can be better understood in Figure 1. The lower (or leftmost) curve
represents the marginal benefits provided by the natural area to the owner of the land. When
we add the local or regional benefits provided by the natural area to the citizens of the
country (the national externality), the second curve is formed. Finally, the inclusion of the
benefits that affects everyone on Earth (the international externality) leads to the higher (or
rightmost) curve.
Figure 1:

As the remaining natural area diminishes (i.e. when we move to the left along the horizontal
axis), its marginal benefits grows – and grows faster. This expected shape, widely published
in the literature27-31, derives from two fundamental causes. First, basic economic principles,
such as the law of diminishing marginal utility indicate that unit values of the goods or
services rise as their available quantity diminishes28-31. Second, ecological principles, such
as the existence of thresholds and the resulting discontinuities indicate a rise in the
possibility of rupture in the ecological system as larger portions of the area are converted,
putting the stability and resiliency of the system at risk29-34. Thus, it is expected that the curve
representing the marginal unit value of the environmental benefits becomes less elastic
(more inclined) as conversion progresses.
An optimum or equilibrium point occurs when marginal benefits equate marginal costs, the
latter here composed of management and, mainly, opportunity costs (i.e. the forgone
benefits of conversion to alternative activities). The presence of externalities leads to three
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different equilibrium points. As can be seen, more land should be conserved from a global
standpoint (Qglob) than from a national one (Qnat).
The presence of the international externality is not relevant in this context when the national
benefits of the natural area – the ones that are (or should be) considered by the decision
makers – are by themselves higher than the marginal cost of conserving it. Graphically, it
means that the present “quantity” of the natural area under analysis is to the left of the point
Qnat. In this case, the optimal decision from the national point of view is to conserve the
area. From the analysis of case studies, this is what happens today in higher income
countries.
The opposite occurs, however, in lower-income countries. In these countries the national
benefits of the natural area are lower than the costs of conserving it. It is only with the
introduction of the portion of the benefits appropriated by the inhabitants of other countries –
the international externality – that the balance tilts towards conservation. Graphically, the
present “quantity” of the natural area under analysis is between points Qnat and Qglob.
This analysis goes along very well with the spatiotemporal behaviour of the conversion
process. Developing countries are marching to the left on the horizontal axis, towards Qnat,
at a rate of 8.1-15.2 million hectares per year4,7. This behaviour is coherent with the
conclusion that their present “Q” is to the right of Qnat.
Many developed countries, on the other hand, after moving to the left for centuries, are now
actually marching to the right, expanding their forest cover1,4. This expansion could be
understood as a result of two main forces: First, having reduced their natural areas up to a
point near the private optimum (Qpv) in the past (ignoring national externalities when state
concern with the environment was low or non-existent), they are now being conducted by
state intervention towards Qnat. Second, as their income grew, their demand curves for
environmental benefits moved to the right, leading to equilibrium points with higher portions
of conserved land.
This analysis allowed the detection of the fundamental role that the international externality
has in the persistence of the conversion of natural environments in lower income countries.
As no mechanism exists today to allow these countries to receive part of the external
benefits generated by their natural environments, they follow the “national optimum” path
previously taken by their richer counterparts and head towards Qnat.
THE DYNAMIC MARGINAL ANALYSIS
The studies analyzed above have a static nature. The values they present correspond to a
“picture” of the conversion process at the moment the studies were made. They allowed
establishing the present position of each group of countries in relation to the equilibrium
points. A better comprehension of the essence of the problem, however, can be achieved by
looking at the “full movie” – a dynamic analysis.
The analysis that follows is an attempt to apply the theoretical approach behind Figure 1 to
the conversion process in the Brazilian Amazon. The analysis will focus on the 84% or the
original forest that still existed in 2002, approximately 336 million hectares35. Since the late
1970s these are converted at a historical rate of 2 million ha-1 yr-1 [35], although a recent and
still controversial study36 suggested that using remote sensing to identify selective logging
would double this figure. Cattle ranching is still the dominant alternative use35, although
cropland (particularly soybean) conversion is on the rise37.
Among the many obstacles encountered, one was by far the most relevant: although the
literature suggests that the benefits of the natural environments have the general dynamic
behaviour described in the previous section, the specific (quantitative) behaviour remains
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unknown. Several economic and ecological concepts and tools were combined to overcome
this and other obstacles. In some cases the results seem fairly robust, while in others the
estimations are more sensitive to some arbitrary assumptions adopted.
Nonetheless, even taking some of the specific quantitative estimations with reserves, the
dynamic approach adopted offers solid qualitative conclusions, identify a few points invisible
to static studies, raises potential research applications, allows a clearer view of the role
played by the externality and offers insights on how to counteract it.
In order to offer useful insights to policymaking, the values used in cost-benefit analyses
should ideally be of a marginal nature26. In the present context, this means estimating the
value of the benefits that are lost with the conversion of the next hectare of forest and the
costs of conserving it. Due to the commonly used valuation methods and to different scales
of analysis, however, the values normally found in the literature are closer to either
maximum or average values. This subtle but important difference will also be addressed in
the analysis.
An attempt was made to analyze the forest’s Total Economic Value as completely as
possible, based both on original calculations and on the treatment of estimates available in
the literature. This resulted in the analysis of 12 different kinds of benefits provided by the
forest, compared with an average of 4 analyzed in the case studies discussed previously. It
is important to note that despite being a common practice in the literature, analyzing the
benefits provided by ecosystems through individual “services” is a simplification that tends to
ignore important feedbacks38 and complex relations39,40 between the different ecosystem
components, structures and services.
Some of these services were directly estimated, while others were obtained from the
conversion of average values found in the literature. Some of the services commonly listed
in ecosystem services frameworks28,51 do not directly affect human well-being, and should be
considered as prerequisites for other services that have a more direct impact. MEA (2005)1
classifies these services as “support services”. Among them are the services of soil
formation and nutrient cycling. Although the decomposition processes that lead to the
formation of soil in a tropical forest are certainly indispensable for the forest to provide other
services, such as climate regulation, to assign those services a separate value would be
double-counting.
All values were indexed to 2002 US$ using the Consumer Price Index (Bureau of Labor
Statistics: http://stats.bls.gov/cpihome.htm). Values estimated in other countries were
converted to Brazilian values (although still measured in 2002 US$) using the relation
between PPP-adjusted per capita income of both countries.
The services were grouped in four categories corresponding to each of the TEV categories.
The adoption of different approaches to analyze each category has proven to be a key
measure to overcome some of the pitfalls encountered.
DIRECT USE VALUES
These are benefits generated at present by natural systems through mankind’s production
and consumption activities. They are, therefore, the benefits most subject to market
characteristics. The three services included in this group have relatively well-developed
markets. These are services for which there is a limited demand, which is disputed both by
other suppliers of the same goods and services and by other substitute goods and services.
Consequently, the demand curve for them is relatively elastic.
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In general, studies that estimate direct use values follow a similar process: First an attempt
is made to identify the quantity of each good or service that can be produced in a
sustainable manner within a generic unit (usually a hectare) of the ecosystem under
analysis. Then, the quantity found is multiplied by the market profit of each one of these
products. The values found from this method, however, are in essence maximum unit
values, normally considerably distinct from marginal unit values.
Take the case of forest timber products, for example. The most recent valuation studies of
the Brazilian Amazon18,19 use a value of US$ 33 ha-1 yr-1 as a reference of the benefits
obtained from sustainable timber exploitation of one hectare of Amazon forest. Although it is
perfectly acceptable to affirm that in one hectare of generic forest the quantity of wood to be
produced sustainably can yield the annual return referred to, the use of this value as the
marginal benefit of this activity in the Amazon forest is not correct.
This is due to the fact that all sustainable timber for which there is a potential market can be
produced in an area approximately equal to 10% of the present area of the forest. Therefore,
at the present stage, the next deforested hectare does not diminish the total benefit that
could be obtained from commercial exploitation of sustainable timber. Consequently, at the
present stage, the marginal value of conservation related to timber exploitation is zero. Only
when the remaining area is equal to the area necessary to meet the potential demand does
deforestation of one hectare result in losses from this activity. The same rationale can be
applied to the other benefits corresponding to Direct Use Value.
1.1 Timber Products
Two of the most recent studies reviewed that analyze the benefits of the Brazilian Amazon,
Andersen et al. (2002)18 and Seroa da Motta (2005)17 use the value of US$ 33 per year per
hectare obtained from Almeida and Uhl (1995)52.
According to Almeida and Uhl (1995)52, the volume of timber removed from each hectare in
the 30-year sustainable cycle is equal to 38 m3, that is, approximately 1.25 m3 per year.
Nepstad et al. (1999)53, on the basis of interviews with loggers in the area, present three
different estimates for the volume of timber removed from one hectare of Amazonia. The
lower estimate is 19 m3 for the entire cycle (or 0.63 m3 per year), the medium estimate is 28
m3 for the cycle (or 0.93 m3 per year) and the highest estimate is 40m3 for the cycle (or 1.33
m3 per year).
Asner et al. (2005)36 presented estimates for the years 2000, 2001 and 2002 of respectively
26.6 m3, 21.7m3 and 21.4 m3 per hectare. According to data from IBAMA cited by Lentini et
al. (2005)54, the average volume authorized by IBAMA in 2004 in the Forest Management
Plans was 27.3 m3 per hectare for the 30-year cycle. This volume is also similar to the
average intensity of exploitation on the Small-scale and Community Forest Management
Plans authorized by IBAMA, equal to 0.9m3 per hectare per year (Lentini et al., 2005)54.
The average between Nepstad et al. (199953) medium estimate (28m3), Asner et al. (2005)36
mean (23,2m3) and IBAMA’s FMP authorized volume (27,3m3) is equal to 26m3 for the 30year cycle, or 0,87m3 per year, and will be used in this estimate. Extrapolating for the entire
area under analysis, this estimate corresponds to sustainable production of 293 million cubic
meters of timber per year.
According to IBGE (2006)55, in 2005 the total amount of timber extracted from planted
forests in the Northern Region of Brazil was 4,2 million cubic meters and the amount of
timber in logs “collected” from the forest in the Northern Region was 12,7 million cubic
meters. The total production was thus approximately equal to 17 million cubic meters.
According to Lentini et al. (2005)54, timber production in logs in the Amazon region in 2004
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was approximately 25 million cubic meters. Once again, the conservative character of the
analysis leads us to use this later figure in this estimate.
Therefore, the annual sustainable yield that would be possible in the region is more than
eleven times greater than the current annual production of timber from Amazonia. Thus, an
extrapolation for the entire area under analysis of the monetary values found in the
examination of one hectare is shown to be a strong misrepresentation of reality.
The area necessary for production of all the timber for which there is a market is much
smaller than the area of the present forest. Therefore, at the present stage, conversion of the
forest does not diminish the total benefit obtained from commercial exploitation of timber.
Consequently, at the present stage, the marginal value per hectare is equal to zero.
When conversion progresses up to the point where the remaining area is equal to the area
necessary to produce the timber for which there is a potential market, each hectare removed
would represent a loss equal to the profit that could be realized from exploitation of the
timber produced on that hectare. The marginal value will then be constant and equal to this
profit3.
Although IBGE (2006)55 foresees that timber production from Amazonia will fall in the next
few years, it will be assumed here that the conservative volume of 25 million cubic meters
chosen will be maintained. A further conservative assumption – in the sense that it increases
the area that would not be converted from the national point of view – will be adopted. The
performance of Brazil in the international tropical timber market is very weak. Brazil is not
among the five main exporters. It is foreseen, however, that the main exporter, Malaysia, will
lose market share with the exhaustion of its extraction areas. It is here assumed that Brazil
will occupy its position, exporting around 5.5 million cubic meters of timber per year (World
Bank, 2000)56. Thus adding the 5.5 million de cubic meters from this new market to the value
found for 2004, the total size of a potential annual market for Amazonian timber would be
equal to 30 million cubic meters.
Applying to this potential market an average intensity of 26m3 for the 30-year cycle, or 0.87
m3 per year, we have the area necessary for sustainable planting to meet the production
desired, that is 34.5 million hectares.
The annual value of US$ 33 ha-1 yr-1, found by Almeida and Uhl (1995)52 – chosen for the
strict methodology and for having been carried out in Brazilian Amazonia – will represent the
marginal benefit of conservation of each hectare below the area estimated above. Thus the
equation that represents the behaviour of the marginal unitary benefits from this service is:

 y = 33 | x ∈ (1;34.000.000)
 y = 0 | x ∈ (34.000.001;336.000.000)

Eq. 1.1 

It is assumed that the profit from exploitation of the timber will be appropriated by national
producers and therefore the values estimated will be added to the national portion of the
benefits of conservation.
1.2 Non-timber Forest products
This refers to non-timber products that can be cultivated sustainably, such as latex, resins
and oil seeds, as well as several types of food. In opposition to the case of timber, there is
3

The legal international market for tropical timber is highly competitive, with suppliers subject to
international equilibrium prices.
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not enough data available to compare the potential and actual market for NTFPs in physical
units. Therefore monetary values will be used for this comparison, what can lead to distorted
results. As expressed in the limitations sections, however, this distortion would only begin to
have an impact on the analysis carried in this article if the correct minimum area were ten
times greater then the one estimated below. Given the conservative assumptions adopted
here, this is very unlikely to be the case.
According to IBGE (2006)55, the NTFPs production in the nine states that compose the
“Legal Amazon” amounted to US$ 149 million in 2005. It should be noted that this area is
larger than the area under analysis and therefore the potential market will be a conservative
super estimation. For instance, 99% of babacu production (or 34% of total NTFPs value)
comes from the state of Maranhao and from transitional ecosystems different from the
evergreen broadleaf forest that is the focus of this study.
Table 1.2 summarizes the estimates of the potential sustainable production of NTFPs in one
hectare of a tropical forest. As can be seen, the values vary widely, ranging from US$ 11,51
to US$ 1032. As Peters et al. (1989)57 estimate is more than two times greater than the
second largest estimate found and have been considered an outlier before18, it will not be
included in the analysis. The average of the other 9 estimates is US$ 135.91. To be on the
conservative side and to avoid temporal and spatial benefit transfer problems (link ecol
econ), the value presented by Shone and Cavaglia-Harris (2005)62 will be chosen to reflect
the potential economic returns of sustainable NTFPs produced in one hectare. As a further
conservative assumption, instead of using their estimate for potential production (that
included both goods consumed by the families and sold to the market), it will be used the
value referring to the marketed fraction only, or US$ 16.94 ha-1 y-1. Note that this value is
one-eighth the average of the studies found.
Table 1.2:

NTFPs

Study
Peters et al. (1989)57
Anderson et al. (1991)58
Pinedo-Vasquez et al. (1992)14
Chopra (1993)59
Godoy et al. (1993)60
Godoy et al. (1993)60
Grimes et al. (1994)61
Kumari (1994)16
Batogoda et al (2000)20
Shone and cavaglia-harris (2005)62
Mean (without Peters et al., 1989)57
Value Used

Country
Peru
Brazil
Peru
India
Mexico
Peru
Ecuador
Malaysia
Sri Lanka
Brazil

Original Value
422
59
23
98
116
20
105
11
186
34.43

GNP per capita
adjusted
(2002 US$)
636.75
924.16
59.00
77.94
34.70
44.49
285.95
356.10
97.50
121.42
30.18
37.58
215.69
261.76
9.07
10.71
396.81
414.64
34.43
34.43
135.91
16.94

Multiplying this conservative potential market production by the area under analysis, yields a
conservative potential production of US$ 5.7 billions per year. Even this conservative
underestimation of the potential production, however, is approximately 38 times the
conservative super estimation of the market currently existent for NTFPs from the Amazon
region. Therefore, similarly with the timber case, it can be inferred that the next deforested
hectare will not reduce the total benefits from the NTFPs and so the current marginal value
of this activity is still zero.
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The marginal value will become positive when the conversion process reaches the minimum
area necessary for the production of all NTFPs for which there is a potential market. Dividing
the existent market (US$ 149 million y-1) by the potential monetary returns of one hectare
(US$ 16.94 ha-1 y-1), this minimum area is conservatively estimated at 8.8 million hectares.
Formally:

 y = 16.94 | x ∈ (1;8800000)
 y = 0 | x ∈ (8800001;336000000)

Eq. 1.2 

As in the case of timber products, these values will be added to the national portion of the
benefits of conservation.
1.3 Recreation
The benefits generated by recreational activities in the ecosystem under analysis are related
to the tourism practiced in the region. The values found in the literature for recreational
activities in tropical environments are listed in Table 1.3.
Table 1.3:

Recreation

Study
Tobias and Mendelsohn 199163
Edwards (1991)64
Ruitenbeek (1992)65
Andersen et al (2002)18
Seroa da Motta (2005)17

Country
Costa Rica
Ecuador
Cameroon
Brazil
Brazil

Original Value
52
55
5
1.6
9

GNP per capita
adjusted
(2002 US$)
44.27
58.49
112.98
149.25
17.28
22.16
1.60
1.60
9.00
9.00

The values listed above were obtained through very similar methods, which consisted
basically in measuring or estimating a total value for the market in the tourism sector in a
given region and dividing it by the area of that region.
As was observed by Seroa da Motta (2005)17, “due to the dimensions of the still preserved
area of Amazonia, it is plausible to suppose that the potential for [recreational] activities can
be assured, even with a quantity of forest lower than that currently existing”. Thus, it can be
assumed that the dynamic behaviour of the marginal benefits of this service would be similar
to the services previously analyzed. It would thus be equal to zero in the present stage and
become positive when the minimum area in which the maximum potential per hectare can
still be exploited is reached.
The first three studies listed analyse smaller national reserves or parks in other countries in
which there is a relatively well-developed ecotourism sector, and which could be considered
an estimate of the maximum potential per hectare4 . The average among them is US$ 76.63
and will be used to represent this maximum potential.
The last two studies seek to estimate the maximum potential for tourism in Amazonia. While
Andersen et al. (2002)18 stipulate a value of US$ 800 million per year, Seroa da Motta
(2005)17 assigns to Amazonia a potential per hectare equal to that found today in the region
of the Pantanal, where the tourism industry is much more developed. Multiplying this value
4

The first three studies focus, respectively, on the Monteverde Cloud Forest reserve in Costa Rica, on
the Galapagos National Park in Ecuador and on the Karup National Park in Cameroon.
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by the area of Amazonia, we find a potential market equal to US$ 3.25 billion. The average
of the two markets is therefore approximately equal to US$ 2 billion a year.
Dividing this market potential by the maximum potential benefit estimated above, we have a
minimum area of 26 million hectares – or approximately 7.7% of the present area of
Amazonia. Considering that below this area greater concentrations of tourist activity would
cause “crowding” and a consequent loss of “the wild experience”, it will be considered that
the marginal benefit from this point on would be equal to the US$ 76.63 ha-1 yr-1 estimated
previously. Its formal representation is therefore:

 y = 76.63 | x ∈ (1;26000000)
 y = 0 | x ∈ (26000001;336000000)

Eq. 1.3 

Even considering that the recreation values from tourism are in part appropriated by foreign
companies and in part appropriated by national companies, in the dynamic costs-benefit
analysis of the conversion process, the value above will be conservatively related exclusively
to the national component.
INDIRECT USE VALUE
These are the benefits provided by the ecosystems today, and which do not depend on
human activity. The main difference from direct use services is that indirect use services do
not depend on markets and are always fully absorbed by humanity. There is no such thing
as excessive water regulation or too much erosion control. This does not mean, however,
that there are no substitutes for these services or ways to compensate a fall in their
provision. The difference is that generally these substitutes are imperfect, expensive and
limited, normally allowing compensation only for relatively small variations on the provision of
the original service. That is another reason why the marginal demand curve of this services
is initially less inclined, becoming steeper as the conversion progress (as shown in Figure 1).
As will become clear, the studies found in the literature concerning 5 of the 6 indirect use
benefits (the exception being climate regulation) usually estimate average values. To carry
out the analysis proposed for this paper, however, it is necessary to use marginal values. It
was thus necessary to convert the average values into marginal ones.
Of all the works reviewed that show similar curves, only one30 proposes a specific function to
describe the behaviour of ecosystem benefits over the progress of conversion. The
proposed function, the rectangular hyperbolic, is used here to represent the dynamic
behaviour of IUVs. As well as having a behaviour similar to that shown in Figure 1, this
function has an interesting application here. As detailed in Appendix A, it allows the average
and total values found in the literature to be converted into marginal values through the
formula:
MgV = AvV / ln(x)
where x is the area of the ecosystem under analysis.
It is important to point out that the choice of the rectangular hyperbolic function is arbitrary
and therefore the marginal values obtained through it should be approached with caution.
However, in addition to respecting the ecological and economic principles cited, it will be
shown that this function generates results that are compatible with the studies of
comparative valuation previously analyzed and with other related studies.
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2.1 Climate Regulation
The measurement of the global climate regulation service provided by tropical forests is
much facilitated, if compared with the other indirect benefits, by the widespread attention
given to the climatic question that resulted in a large volume of research associated to the
theme and in the creation of carbon markets.
The estimation of the benefits from this service is composed of five stages. In the first, it is
necessary to estimate the quantity of carbon present in one hectare of a tropical forest such
as Amazonia. In the second, to estimate the fraction of carbon that is emitted to the
atmosphere when the forest in converted to other uses. The third step consists of including
the effect of other greenhouse-gas emitted in the process. Then the estimated emissions per
hectare are multiplied by the monetary value corresponding to non-emission of one tonne of
carbon. Finally, as the product obtained is a present value, a discount rate is applied to
obtain annual values.
Estimates for the carbon contained in one hectare of a tropical forest vary widely (Houghton
et al, 2001)66. The value used here is the average of the carbon density used in six studies
focused on the Brazilian Amazon, listed in the first column of Table 2.1, equal to 190 MgC
ha-1. In order to keep the estimate on the conservative side, the release of carbon from soil
during the conversion (varying between 3,92 MgC ha-1[67], 16Mg ha-1[68] and 24 MgC ha-1[69]
will not be added to this estimate.
The next step is to consider the fraction of carbon that is in fact released to the atmosphere
when the forest is converted to alternative uses. Two different approaches are used in the
literature. Fearnside (1997)67 makes a very detailed account of the carbon released in the 10
years following the conversion of a hectare of forest to an “equilibrium landscape”,
containing 4% of farmland, 43,8% of productive pasture, 5,2% of degraded pasture, 2,0% of
secondary forest derived from farmland and 44,9% of secondary forest derived from pasture.
He concludes that this equilibrium landscape would hold 6% of the original carbon biomass.
From the remaining 94%, approximately 42% would be released through three sequential
burnings, 55,6% would be released through decay and 2,4% would become trapped as
charcoal. Therefore, from the initial carbon content in the forest, approximately 91,7% would
be released to the atmosphere.
Achard et al. (2004)70 do not focus on the conversion to alternative uses, but following the
bookkeeping model by Houghton et al. (2000)71, present two estimates for the fractions of
carbon emitted over time in the process of the deforestation: a “best estimate” of 28% (1st
year), 69% (10 years) and 92% (25 years) and a high estimate of 44% (first year), 94% (10
years) and 97% (25 years).
The present estimate will consider that the alternative use will hold Fearnside’s estimate of
6% of the original carbon, or 11,4 MgC. To estimate how much of the remaining 178,6 MgC
will be released, it will be applied to it the average between Achard “best estimate” for the 25
years time horizon (still conservative if compared to IPCC’s 100 years time horizon), or 92%,
and Fearnside’s 97,6%. The resulting estimate is that 94,8% of the 178,6 MgC, or 169.3MgC
(equivalent to 89.1% of the original carbon content)will be released to the atmosphere when
one hectare of the forest is converted. These 169.3MgC correspond to 620.8 MgCO2.
Carbon Dioxide, however, is not the only greenhouse-gas emitted in the conversion process.
Smaller fractions of Methane (CH4) and Nitrous Oxide (N2O) are also emitted. As their
global warming potential is much higher then that of CO2 (21 for NH4 and 310 for N2O),
however, they have a significant impact in the total emissions. Fearnside and Laurance
(2004)72, based on Fearnside (2000)73, suggest that the estimate by Achard (2002)7 should
be multiplied by 1,158 to account for these two greenhouse gas effects. The same will be
done here, resulting in a corrected per hectare emission of 718.9 MgCO2 equivalent.
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Due to the different methodologies involved, estimates in the literature of the monetary value
of an avoided tonne of CO2 vary widely. Usually, highest estimates look at the potential
damage one extra tonne of CO2 would cause, and lowest estimates look at the mitigation
costs. The mean between the 12 values presented in the third column of table 4 is US$ 7.7
per CO2 tonne. According to Stern (2006)42, the price of allowances in the European Union
Emissions Trading Scheme, the world’s largest greenhouse gas emissions market, has been
in the range of €10 to €25 (US$ 13.3 to US$ 33.3) per tonne of CO2 for most of the period
since it began operating in January 2005. By the end of 2006, however, prices for emission
allowances in the first phase (2006-07) declined sharply, reaching 8.50 (US$ 11.11) in the
end of November74. Prices for the second phase Emissions allowances for the second
trading period (2008-12), remained higher, traded at around 17 (US$ 22.22).
As the values above do not foresee the use of deforestation avoided as an activity that
generates carbon credits, and as this activity would have a considerable weight in this
market and could, therefore, negatively impact the market price, the option is again for a
conservative value. The 718.6 MgCO2 estimated above will be valued at US$1 per tonne of
CO2.
As the consequent US$ 718.6 per hectare is a payment made for the perpetual
immobilization of that carbon, it is a present value. To be compatible with the other values
used in this study, it has to be annualized. Applying an annual rate of 6%, slight below the
average found in the literature, yields the final value of US$ 43.13 ha-1 y-1.
Differently from the other indirect use services, in this case the value has already a marginal
nature, as it corresponds to the benefits of the non-emission of (or to the damage of
emitting) the greenhouse gas from the next deforested hectare.
To simulate the behaviour of this value as the remaining area of the forest diminishes, it will
be used the rectangular hyperbolic function described earlier. Although for the last few
hectares this function projects a very sharp increase in the values, for most of the area (and
for all the area relevant to this study) this choice is also a conservative one. Clarkson and
Deyes (2002)75, for instance, project that the value would rise US$ 1,5 per tonne (c. 5% of
their estimated value) every year, as the GHG concentration in the atmosphere rises. With
the rectangular hyperbolic function adopted here, a similar 5% rise would only occur when
the current area is reduced by 16 million hectares, which would take 8 years according to the
historical rate of conversion. Assuming this rate to remain constant, the value projected by
the rectangular hyperbolic function would be smaller then the value projected using Clarkson
and Deyes (2002)75 5% a year increase for more than 99.9% of the area.
The benefit related to this service is also likely to rise due to an expected increase of forest
biomass in tropical forests in a warmer climate76.
The formal expression of the behaviour of the marginal value of this service is:
Eq. 2.1: y = 14,491,680,000/x | x E (1:336,000,000)
As they are related to a global service, the estimated values will be included in the global
portion of the benefits of conservation.
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Table 2.1:

Climate Regulation
Carbon Density Carbon
(MgC ha-1)
emitted
192[66]
91.7% [67]
156

[77]

92%

Trace
gas US$
MgC Discount
correction
(2002 US$)
Rate
+15,8% [73]
US$ 4.69 [79] 8 % [84]

[71]

US$ 3.32

[80]

5%

[82]

196 [78]

US$ 24 [81]

2 % [18]

195 [71]

US$ 0.55 [82]

6 % [18]

186 [70]

US$ 2.24 [82]

12 % [18]

217

[67]

US$

20.22 6 %

US$ 29

[75]

[82]

[17]

190
190

89.1%

15,8%
15,8%

US$ 7.7
US$ 1

[79]

US$
443.86 [85]
US$
121.36 [80]
US$
242.72 [84]
US$ 20.18
[82]

US$ 78.48
[82]

US$
706.28 [82]
US$ 20 [18]
US$ 30 [18]
US$ 12 [18]
US$ 18 [17]

US$ 2.73 [18]
US$ 1.37 [18]
US$ 0.27 [18]
US$ 3,6 [83]
US$ 0.82 [17]
Mean
Value
Chosen

Final
Value
US$ 77.94

6,5%
6%

US$ 161
US$ 43.13

2.2 Waste Treatment
Vegetable cover has the properties of storing and recycling certain quantities of organic and
inorganic wastes generated by humanity. Conversion of the forest implies an increase in
damage caused by pollution. Measuring this service, both in physical as in monetary units,
however, is very complex.
The work by Pimentel (1997)86 is based on a physical estimate of the quantity of wastes
produced by humanity and costs of treatment, and estimates a total global value for this
service in the order of US$ 760 billion dollars per year. Costanza et al (1997)28 propose that
this value could be divided by the area of all forests (not just tropical forests) and grasslands
on the planet, resulting in an average value per hectare of US$ 87. Table 2.2 summarizes
the conversion to marginal values. ha-1 yr-1.
Table 2.2:

Waste Treatment

Study
Pimentel et al. 1997 [86]

Original
Value
87

Country
Global
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GNP
per
capita
(2002
adjusted
US$)
87
99.77

Current
Marginal
Value
(US$ ha-1
yr-1)
5.08

The equation that expresses its marginal behaviour during conversion is:
Eq. 2.2: y = 1,706,880,000/x | x E (1;336,000,000)
Given the local and regional character of this service, this value will be added to the national
portion of benefits of the forest.
Hydrological-related services
The next four services are directly or indirectly related to the hydrological cycle of the forest
and therefore complement each other.
2.3 Disturbance regulation
This service is related to the capacity of the forest to absorb environmental disturbances,
such as storms, floods and droughts. This capacity is fundamentally related to the vegetable
structure of the forest. Conversion of a complex structure such as the tropical forest into a
simple structure such as a plantation or pasture reduces this capacity.
No study was found that estimates the value of this service in the Brazilian Amazon.
Costanza et al. (1997)28 and Torras (2000)29 use the work by Ruitenbeek (1992)65, carried
out in Korup National Park, in Cameroon. The author used the methods of avoided costs to
value this service provided by the local ecosystem, which is also of tropical forest type. The
value found is an average value. So the method described in the beginning of this section
will be used to convert it to marginal value. Table 2.3 summarizes the operations.
Table 2.3:

Disturbance Regulation

Study
Ruitenbeek (1992)65

Country
Cameroon

Original
Value
2

GNP
per
capita
(2002
adjusted
US$)
6.91
10.03

Current
Marginal
Value
0.51

The function that describes its dynamic behaviour is represented below:
Eq. 2.3: y= 171,360,000/x | x E (1;336.000.000)
As it is a service of a local character, this value was added to the national portion of the
forest’s benefits.
2.4 Erosion Control
Vegetable cover impedes soil sediments from being swept away by natural erosion agents,
such as wind and rain. This service has an on-site and an off-site component.
The on-site component keeps the soil nutrients available for plants to use them for their
growth. For the reasons described in the introduction of this section, however, this on-site
component can be considered a prerequisite for providing other services. Adding a value to
this component would be double counting.
The off-site component is related to prevention of silting of rivers as a result of converting the
forest. Maintaining the original cover avoids damage from silting, especially for fishing, river
transport and hydroelectric stations.
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Seven studies listed in the first column in Table 2.4 estimate the benefits of this service in
tropical forests in different regions of the planet. The fifth column lists the values adjusted to
Brazil and updated to 2002 dollars. According to Torras (2000)29 5, the off-site portion is
equivalent to 5/7 of the total of this service, (sixth column). Finally, these values were
converted to marginal values, listed in the final column.
Table 2.4:

Study
Cruz et
(1988)87
Magrath
Arans
(1989)88
Dixon
Hodgson
(1988)89
Chopra
(1993)59
Chomitz
Kumari
(1996)90
Chomitz
Kumari
(1996)90
Torras
(2000)29

Erosion Control

Country

Original
Value

GNP
per Average
capita
Benefits
adjusted
(2002 US$)

Off-site
Average
Benefits

Off-site
Marginal
Benefits

Phillipines

23

41.05

62.38

44.56

2.27

Indonesia

5

9.29

13.48

9.63

0.49

Philippines

321

585.62

890.01

635.72

32.38

India

145

423.09

526.89

376.35

19.17

Ecuador

4

8.22

9.70

6.93

0.35

Philippines

45

82.10

96.93

69.23

3.53

Brazil

238

238.00

248.69

177.64

9.05

al.
and
and

and
and

The average of these values, equal to US$ 9.60 ha-1 yr-1, will be used to represent the
current marginal value of this benefit. Note that this value is very close to the value adjusted
from Torras (2000)29, which is both the most recent and the only one focused on the
Brazilian Amazon. This indicates that the distortion from temporal and spatial benefit transfer
is not relevant in this case. The equation that regulates the marginal dynamic behaviour for
the value of this service is:
Eq. 2.4: y = 3.225.600.000/x | x E (1; 336.000.000)
As these benefits are of a regional nature, they will be included in the national portion of
benefits of the forest.
2.5 Water regulation
Forest cover exerts a fundamental role in maintaining the hydrological cycle. Differently from
the disturbance regulation service, this service refers to the everyday regulation of the
hydrological cycle and its positive effects on natural irrigation, drainage, regulation of water
discharge into rivers and regulation of river flow.
The studies by Kumari (1994)16 in Malaysia and Fearnside (1997)82 in the Brazilian
Amazonia were updated and converted to marginal value, as shown in Table 2.5.
5

Calculations based on Cruz et al. (1988)87, Dixon and Hodgson (1988)89 and Chopra (1993)59.
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Table 2.5:

Water Regulation

Study
Kumari (1994)16
Fearnside (1997)82

Country
Malaysia
Brazil

Original
Value
25
19

GNP
per
capita
(2002
adjusted
US$)
20.68
24.42
19.00
21.30

Current
Marginal
Value
1.24
1.08

The average between then is US$ 1.16 ha-1 yr-1 and represents the marginal value of this
service at the current stage of the conversion process. The equation that shows its
behaviour over conversion is:
Eq. 2.5: y = 389.760.000/x | x E (1;336.000.000)
As the service is of a regional character, this value is added to the national portion of
benefits of the forest.
2.6 Water supply
This service is the role of the forest in filtering, retaining and storing water for consumption.
According to FAO (2006)91, Brazil uses only 0.4% of its renewable water resources.
Furthermore, evidence from the literature92 suggests that the role of forests on the provision
of water is ambiguous. There is evidence that a decrease in forest cover in fact increases
the water available for consumption93. For these reasons recent studies have decided to
attribute a zero value for this service18. The positive value chosen here is, therefore, a
conservative assumption.
According to the study by Kumari (1994)16, the market value of water supplied by one
average hectare of tropical forest is equal to US$ 11 . Converting this value to marginal
value yields US$ 0.56 per year for the next deforested hectare.
Table 2.6:

Water supply

Study
Kumari (1994)16

Country
Malaysia

Original
Value
11

GNP
per
capita
(2002
adjusted
US$)
9.33
11.02

Current
Marginal
Value
0.56

The equation that shows the behaviour of the marginal value of this service over conversion
is:
Eq. 2.6: y = 188.160.000/x | x E (1;336.000.000)
As the service is of a regional and local character, this value is added to the national portion
of benefits of the forest.
OPTION VALUE
This service is related to the possible new benefits that can be generated by the forest in the
future, perhaps arising from new environmental, social, economic or technological
conditions. It can be understood as a risk premium that individuals are ready to pay to keep
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future options open. In the literature, the option value is almost exclusively related to the still
unexploited potential of biodiversity to produce new pharmacological products.
In this case, again, almost all the works available use methods that result in average unit
values. This fact is noted by the only studies found94,95 that actually seek to estimate
marginal values. However, as well as starting from very arbitrary premises, and thus
reaching admittedly debatable results, their methodology is directed to small hotspots of
biodiversity, and cannot be applied to this study. The nine studies found that estimate
average option values for tropical forests are listed in the first column of Table 3. The fifth
column list these average values adjusted for the Brazilian Amazon in the year 2002.
In the same way as with the IUVs, these average values need to be converted into marginal
ones. Differently from the previous section, however, it is possible to reach this objective
without resorting to an arbitrary function. As the benefits in question are fundamentally
related to biological diversity, a function can be reached that relates the marginal option
value of all species in an ecosystem with its area.
A species that has not yet been tested has the potential for development of new products.
The value of this untested species depends on the percentage of successes in previous
tests, on the cost of tests and the profit in case of success. Although some have sought to
estimate this value, in this case this complex operation is not necessary.
Even though every kind of ecosystem has its own values for the constants, the relationship
between an ecosystem area and the total number of species contained in it adapts very well
to a power function, with the general form of:
S = kAz
where S is the number of species, A is the area and k and z are constants. Now, if the total
number of species S is multiplied by the potential monetary value of a species, say w, a
function is reached that relates the total value (TV) of all species as a function of the area:
TV=w.k.Az
or (where c=wk)
TV=c.Az (1)
As :
AV=TV/A (where AV stands for average value):
We have:
AV . A = c . Az
or
c =AV . A/Az (2)
Differentiating (1), we have:
MgV= δtV/δA = z . c . Az-1 (3) (where MgV stands for marginal value)
Substituting (2) on (3):
MgV = z . (AV . A/Az). Az-1 = z .AV . A/Az . Az-1 = z .AV . A1-z . Az-1 =
MgV = z . AV (4)
As z is a known parameter, conversion of the average values available in the literature to
marginal values becomes trivial. The value of the constant z, which defines the inclination of
the species-area curve, is generally between 0.15 and 0.35 [96]. For a large extension of
tropical forest, the average value of 0.25 is a conservative option 97. This value was used in
Eq. 4 to find the marginal values listed in the sixth row.
The average of the values found, equal to US$ 10.26 ha-1 yr-1, reflects the marginal
option value for the current area of the forest. Substituting in equation (3) this value, the
value of z used (z=0.25) and the current area of forest (A=336.000.000), we can identify c,
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and substituting it in (3), determine the equation that gives the dynamic behaviour of the
option value:
Eq. 2.14 y = 25.462.546 x -0,75 | x E (1: 336.000.000)
As on the one hand the products developed from genetic resources from tropical forests
have a global potential for application, and on the other, the companies that exploit these
products commercially are based in rich countries, the values for this service are normally
considered to be of global character. The same criterion will be adopted in this work.
NON-USE VALUES: BEQUEST VALUE AND EXISTENCE VALUE
Non-use values can be divided into existence value and bequest value. The first represents
the benefit individuals receive from the simple awareness that a natural system (or some of
its components) exists, when no direct or indirect benefits are expected from it in the present
or in the future. The second represents the desire of individuals to maintain the
environmental resource for future generations.
The studies that seek to estimate the non-use value of natural environments usually
estimate the total existence value of the entire system and then divide this value by the area
of the ecosystem, thereby obtaining an average unit value. In this case, again, it is
necessary to convert these values into marginal values through a specific function.
The choice of the species-area curve also seems adequate for this role. A large part of the
studies of contingent valuation seeks to estimate the willingness to pay (WTP) for
preservation of specific species, and the values found are often relatively high. Thus,
considering that species have their own existence value and that the “Amazon Rainforest” is
a system formed by the interaction of its species with the physical environment, it seems
reasonable to suppose that the existence value of the forest is somehow related to the
existence of the species that compose it.
In the specific case of non-use values, this hypothesis can be reinforced in view of the
results from a study of contingent valuation research with citizens of the United Kingdom and
Italy, which attempts to estimate the willingness to pay for conservation of 5% and 20% of
Amazonia41. This research is especially interesting as it is directed specifically towards the
Amazon and studies the WTP for two different sizes of protected areas.
When the area to be protected varied by 300%, the WTP rose by only between 34% and
39% (depending on the order of the questions). This behaviour is represented by the power
function with an exponent varying between 0.21 and 0.24. These numbers are located just in
the centre of the interval of possible values for the z constant in the species–area curve.
Thus, the empirical economic estimation is in harmony with the empirical ecological relation,
offering strong support to the hypothesis assumed, that the existence value of the forest is
related to the existence value of its component species.
As the willingness to pay estimated for two different area sizes by Horton et al. (2002)41 and
the species-area curve have the same behaviour in relation to the area of the forest, it is
feasible to assume that the WTP would maintain this behaviour for the entire area under
analysis.
Another advantage of the work by Horton et al. (2002)41 was that the authors asked about
the motivations for payment. As for 33% of respondents the main motive was concern for
future generations and for 17% concern was related to the preservation of species diversity
(but not for personal use, as on the option value), these percentages were used here to
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calculate the total values in relation to bequest and existence values, as shown in the fifth
row of Table 4.
Following the methodology employed by Seroa da Motta (2005)17 these values for families in
the UK and Italy will be extrapolated to total global WTP, using PPP-adjusted per capita
income6 (sixth row).
And finally, from these total global values found, it is possible to estimate the equations that
show the behaviour of total bequest and existence values as a function of the area of the
forest (seventh row). From these equations, it is possible to calculate the equations that
govern the behaviour of the marginal values7 (eighth row).
Table 4.1:

Non-Use Values

Area (%)
Area (million ha)
Original WTP per family
WTP per family related to each
value
Global WTP related to each value

Bequest Value
5%
16.8
US$ 36
US$ 11,88

20%
67.2
US$ 50
US$ 16,5

Total Value Function

US$
4,3 US$
x109
x109
Y = 82.949.835x0,24

Marginal Value Function

y = 19.907.960x -0,76

Existence Value
5%
20%
16.8
67.2
US$ 36
US$ 50
US$ 6,12
US$ 8,5
5,9 US$
2,2 US$ 3,1 x109
9
x10
42.978.745x0,24
y = 10.314.899x -0,76

The equations that govern the marginal behaviour of the bequest and existence values are,
therefore, respectively:
Eq. 4.1: y = 19.907.960 x -0,76 | x E (1: 336.000.000)
Eq. 4.2: y = 10.314.899 x -0,76 | x E (1: 336.000.000)
Substituting the current forest area in the equations we find the values US$ 6.59 ha-1 yr-1 and
US$ 3.42 ha-1 yr-1, which represent, respectively, the marginal bequest value and the
marginal existence value at the present stage of the conversion process.
Due to the global character of the non-use values, supported by the fact that all the
estimations carried out here came from contingency valuation studies carried out on other
continents, its benefits will be added to the global portion of benefits of conservation of the
forest.

6

Using the formula WTPD=WTPO(PPPYD/PPPYO)e where e is the marginal elasticity of income (supposing
e=1), WTPO the willingness to pay in the original region, WTPD the willingness to pay for the region that one
wishes to adjust to, and PPPYD/PPPYO the ratio between income per capita (measured in purchase power
parity) of the destination region and the original one. Countries were grouped into three blocks, corresponding
to high, medium and low income.
7
Calculations were made from data obtained by Horton et al. (2002) when these ask first about the larger area.
As was observed by Seroa da Motta (2005), “for an estimate of existence value, the use of values with
decreasing scopes is more conservative, as the anchorage affects lower and not greater stocks”.
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THE COSTS OF CONSERVATION
As mentioned previously, the cost of conserving the forest has two main components. The
most important one is the opportunity cost – the benefits that could be obtained by
converting the area to other uses. Among several studies reviewed that suggest values for
alternative land-uses, three recent ones17,18,42 focus specifically in the Brazilian Amazon and
follow careful albeit different methodologies.
Andersen et al. (2002)18 estimated the impact that the conversion of one additional hectare
had in the rural GNP of the Amazon region between 1985-1995. They concluded that one
additional converted hectare generated an increase of US$ 48,48 per year in the region’s
rural GDP.
Seroa da Motta (2005)17 estimated his opportunity costs based on the values for leasing land
for cattle ranching in the Amazon. He argues that the leasing annual value is much less
affected by the market failures that distort the land purchasing price. The values varied from
US$ 32,6 and US$ 49,5, with an average of US$ 38,4 ha-1 y-1.
Grieg-Gran (2006)101, on a paper commissioned by Stern (2006)42, estimates the return per
hectare for several land-uses in the Amazon region. Ponderating each one by the area it
currently occupies yields an annual value if US$ 57 ha-1 on the medium scenario.
The average between the three values can be considered a good estimate for the mix of
alternative uses available in the region.
It is then necessary to estimate the behavior of these benefits throughout the progress of
conversion. In opposition to the forest benefits’ case, there is no clear general dynamic
behavior here. It has been argued31 that these costs would drop when the remaining area
diminishes, as the areas with higher value for alternative uses would be converted first. It is
not clear, however, if this is the major driver behind the geographical distribution of the
conversion process. In the Brazilian Amazon, the transport infrastructure seems to play a
greater role46,47,102. As this infrastructure is expanded, the returns from conversion would
rise.
An important factor is the relative share that each alternative use has in the total mix of
future deforested areas. Although cattle ranching is still the dominant alternative land-use in
the Amazon region35, soybean plantation is becoming increasingly important37. Although the
majority (58%) of new soybean crops occupies already deforested land, a significant share
(42%) is direct conversion of forest103. FAO (2006)48 projects that world soybean production
will more than double until 2030 and more than triple until 2050, even when accounting for a
sharp decline in the market rate of growth. Brazil is forecast to overcome the US and
become the main exporter in 2007/08 and the main producer in 2012/13 [104]. As a result, it is
projected to expand the harvesting area from 21 to 31 million hectares until 2015/16 [104] and
to more then double its current area until 2050 [48]. These projections already suppose that
Brazil will increase its productivity from current 2,72 t/ha to 2,99t/ha, becoming more
productive than the US.
As returns from soybean plantation are nearly five times higher than returns from cattle
ranching101, the likely increase in the former’s share of new deforested areas would lead to
higher opportunity costs in the future. Despite the likely increase, another conservative
assumption will be adopted by considering that these costs will remain constant as the
conversion proceeds.
The second component is the cost involved in the maintenance and supervision of the
protected areas. The value chosen, US$ 2.36 ha-1 y-1, is estimated by James et al (1999)43
from smaller and fragmented areas, being probable that the cost per hectare of protecting a
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much larger area would be considerably lower, due to the reduction in the perimeter/area
ratio and possible economies of scale. According to Pearce (2007)31, these costs would rise
as the conversion proceed. Data from James et al. (1999)43 suggest that they would fall. In
here they will be considered constant and so the marginal costs of conservation, totaling U$
50.36, will be constant throughout the conversion process.
Table 4.2:

Results
Spatial
Scale

Current
Marginal
Value

Marginal Function

Timber

National

US$ 0

 y = 33 | x ∈ (1;34.000.000)

 y = 0 | x ∈ (34.000.001;336.000.000)

Direct Use
NTFPs
Values

National

US$ 0

 y = 16.94 | x ∈ (1;8800000)

 y = 0 | x ∈ (8800001;336000000)

Recreation

National

US$ 0

 y = 76.63 | x ∈ (1;26000000)

 y = 0 | x ∈ (26000001;336000000)

Climate
Regulation

Global

US$ 43.13

y
=
14.491.680.000/x
(1:336,000,000)

Waste
Treatment

National

US$ 5.08

National

US$ 0.51

Erosion
Control

National

US$ 9.60

Water
Regulation

National

US$ 1.16

y = 389.760.000/x | x E (1;336.000.000)

National

US$ 0.56

y = 188.160.000/x | x E (1;336.000.000)

Global

US$ 10.26

y = 25.462.546
336.000.000)

Global

US$ 6.59

y = 19.907.960x -0,76 | x E (1:336.000.000)

Global

US$ 3.42

Disturbance
Indirect Use Regulation
Values

Option
Value
Bequest
Value
Existence
Value
Forest
Global
Benefits

Water
Provision
Option
Value
Bequest
Value
Existence
Value

US$ 80.31
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|

x

E

y = 1.706.880.000/x | x E (1;336.000.000)

y= 171.360.000/x | x E (1;336.000.000)

y = 3.225.600.000/x | x E (1; 336.000.000)

x

-0,75

|

x

E

(1:

y = 10.314.899x -0,76 | x E (1:336.000.000)

Forest
US$ 18.53
National
Benefits
Benefits of
US$ 50.36
Conversion
Numbers in the fourth column are in ha-1 yr-1. Variable x represents the area of the Amazon
(in ha.). “Forest National Benefits” are the sum of all values of national scale plus Brazilian
share (2.55% – see text) of global values.
COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS
Each service was classified according to its spatial nature into “national” or “global” values.
Brazil also absorbs part of the global benefits provided by the forest. Brazil’s share of gross
world product (PPP adjusted) is 2,55% and its share of world population is 2,89%. Albeit in
this case both figures are very similar, the first one is more economically sound (as it is
linked to potential WTP) and more fair. Therefore 2,55% of the global benefits will be
included in the national benefits.
In the first place, the present picture of the conversion process in the Brazilian Amazon
provides two observations. The first is that the current global benefits of conservation,
estimated at approximately US$ 80 ha-1 yr-1 are higher than the benefits of conversion,
estimated at approximately US$ 50 ha-1 yr-1. This indicates that the conversion process
practiced today in the Amazon is an inefficient activity, presenting costs greater than the
benefits. This conclusion was reached even with the conservative assumptions for the global
conservation values.
The second observation is that the sum of marginal benefits of national scale currently
provided by the forest, which is approximately US$ 18.5 ha-1 yr-1, is considerably lower than
the marginal benefits generated by alternative activities, the aforementioned US$ 50 ha-1 yr1
. Following the same rationale, the conclusion is that, from a national viewpoint, conversion
still brings more benefits than conservation.
These two observations are in perfect harmony with the observations obtained from the
analysis of comparative case studies made previously, demonstrating once again the
decisive role that global externalities have in this context.
As mentioned previously, this role becomes even clearer from a dynamic analysis of these
benefits. Figure 2 is an empirical version of Figure 1, showing the dynamic behaviour of the
national and global marginal benefits provided by the forest, as well as the marginal costs.
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Figure 2

One can observe that the curve representing the global benefits of the forest, even with the
conservative assumptions applied, is constantly above the line of the costs of conservation.
Thus, the optimal point from the global point of view (Qglob) would be located to the right of
the current area, indicating that the conversion of the forest today already presents more
costs than benefits from the global standpoint.
On the other hand, it can be seen that the national benefits provided by the forest, initially
lower than those for conversion, become higher than these when conversion progresses
after the point Qnat. According to economic theory, this would be the point where the
process of conversion in the Brazilian Amazon would be interrupted should the Brazilian
government act in order to maximize national welfare. Solving the equation

(

)

5681760000 / x + 0.0255 1449168000 0/x + 25462546x -0.75 + 19.907.960 x -0.76 + 10.314.899 x -0.76 = 50.36

yields the national equilibrium point, approximately equal to 123 million hectares.
The dynamic analysis thus allows the identification of the national equilibrium point for the
process of conversion in The Amazon, which would occur at an area approximately equal to
36.6% of the current area (or 30.7% of the original extent).
Note that if the Brazilian government does not intervene, the process of conversion would
continue up to the optimum private point. Private owners are generally supposed to be
concerned only with direct use benefits. It is likely that sustainable timber extraction and
recreational activities conflict with each other to some extent. As a further conservative
assumption, the minimum area of both activities will be fully summed up. Notwithstanding,
the private optimum point would be located even further to the left of the national one,
corresponding to approximately 18% of the current area. Therefore it would be necessary to
correct national market failures so that the conversion process stabilizes at the efficient point
from the national point of view, or 36.6% of the current area, and does not proceed until the
private efficient point, equal to half of this area.
This correction, however, is not sufficient. At the present point the conversion process of
Brazilian Amazon has already become an undesirable activity that generates more losses
than benefits to humanity.
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The dynamic approach adopted here allows visualization of the role that externalities play in
this context. This failure in the economic system, represented graphically by the distance
between the national and global marginal benefits curves, causes the optimal national and
global points not to coincide.
However, perhaps the most attractive aspect of this approach is yet to come. As the graph
above is a chart of marginal benefits, the area below each curve represents total benefits.
Suppose that the country holding these natural resources, in this case Brazil, wished to
interrupt the process of conversion immediately, considering that this would be the
preferable option for humanity as a whole. In this case, the area marked by the letter A
would represent the total economic incentives contrary to this alternative, equivalent to the
aggregate loss of welfare that Brazilian society would incur from this decision. These
incentives against conservation can be calculated from the equation:
336000000

=

∫

336000000

M arg inal Benefits of Conversion −

122855539

336000000

=

∫ 50.36 −

122855539

∫ M arg inal National Benefits of

Conservation =

122855539

336000000

∫ 5439840000 / x

(

)

+ 0.0255 14491680000/x + 25462546x -0.75 + 19.907.960x -0.76 + 10.314.899x -0.76 =

122855539

= US $ 4490893612

These annual US$ 4,5 billion would represent a considerable loss to national welfare for a
developing country as Brazil (and the vast majority of countries owning tropical forests), thus
being strong incentives against the option for conservation.
But the graph above offers some reasons for optimism. The gain in welfare that all the other
countries in the world would have from the immediate interruption of the conversion process
– the international externality –would be equal to the sums of areas A and B in the graph
above. That is, the benefit to the rest from the world of this decision is greater than the loss
incurred by the country. This shows a potential for win-win cooperation, with gains for both
sides.
If the rest of the world compensates the host country for a value equal to area A, its welfare
at the current point becomes equal to its welfare at point Qnat, allowing immediate
interruption of the conversion process without loss of national welfare.
The way in which this sum would be distributed internally is a question related to the specific
characteristics of each country. The important point here is that compensation for a value
equivalent to area A would counteract the economic incentives against conservation,
allowing interruption of the process without loss of national welfare. Addressing the problem
from a national level helps minimize the threat leakage, a recurring problem of conservation
programs. There would still be the threat of an international leakage, which could be
addressed through the extension of the cooperation to other countries hosting tropical
forests. Making annual payments subject to prior auditing of the state of the forests is also a
powerful tool to promote compliance.
EXTRAPOLATING AND BRINGING TO SCALE
Extrapolation of the compensation values found here for other countries that have tropical
forests is not strictly correct, as the evaluation should be made specifically for each region.
On the other hand, comparison with values found in the literature indicates that the values
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estimated here are relatively close to the values for other countries and to those of
developing countries as a whole. Thus, an extrapolation, with reservations, of the values
found could be seen as a fair approximation.
Dividing the net annual loss of national welfare estimated by the area of the Brazilian
Amazon yields an average loss of US$ 13.4 ha-1 yr-1. Multiplying it by the 1.3 billion hectares
of tropical forests on the planet, the total necessary to compensate all the countries that
have tropical forests for immediate halting of the process of conversion would be equal to
US$ 17.4 billions per year. It is important to note that in contrast to several estimates in the
literature for the costs of conserving 10% or similar proportions, this figure relates to the
conservation of 100% of the tropical forest existent today.
These values cast down the criticism that a cooperation of this nature would be prohibitively
expensive. The estimated sum total for a global cooperation that would actually halt tropical
deforestation is equal to 0.04% of annual global income, to 4% of what rich countries
proportionally spend on their own internal environmental protection13, to 2% of what
governments currently spend on environmental harmful subsidies44 or to 2% of annual
military spending45. Actual willingness to pay for conservation of only 20% of the Amazon
forest has been estimated at US$ 20 billion a year41.
COMPARISONS WITH OTHER STUDIES
Although no study was found that made projections for the area of equilibrium of the
Brazilian Amazon, there are many projections for the area converted in a limited time
horizon. A recent study projected that 40% of the forest existing today will have been
converted by 2050[46]. Another projection suggests that the large scale infrastructure
expansion now underway in the Amazon will result in a forest loss of 28-42% as early as
2020[47]. The persistence and possible acceleration of the conversion process in the Amazon
is also consistent with projected land demand for agriculture expansion, as discussed
earlier48.
Comparison can also be made with the historical behavior of the conversion process across
the globe. According to the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment1, two ecosystem types
located in regions where the conversion process first begun (Mediterranean forests,
woodlands and scrubs and temperate forest steppe and woodland) have already lost c. 70%
of their extent. Of the other 8 productive ecosystem types subject to conversion, 5 will reach
similar levels by 2050 (temperate broadleaf and mixed forests; tropical and subtropical dry
broadleaf forests; flooded grasslands and savannas; tropical and subtropical grasslands,
savannas and shrublands; tropical and subtropical coniferous forests). Other study104
estimate that the extent of the frontier forests existent today corresponds to 21,7% of their
original extent.
The remaining stock of forests in all 72 countries (except Russia) for which the necessary
data was available the three regions where conversion has been active for a longer period is
also a good base for comparisons. Current regional forest cover corresponds to 33%
(Europe8), 8,4% (North Africa) and 21,5% (Continental Asia) of the original cover. In total,
the original forest cover amounted to 1.74 billion hectares. It has been reduced to 422 million
hectares, or slightly less than a quarter.
As for the monetary values necessary for compensation, the literature also offers opportunity
for comparisons. As discussed in the Research Highlights section, studies on this theme
usually suggests that the compensation value should cover the opportunity and
management costs of conservation. Few deduct from these the national benefits provided by
8

If Sweden, Norway and Finland are excluded, Europe’s current extent drops to 21% of the original cover.
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the environment. And as shown in this study, this net conservation cost is still different
(probably higher) than the necessary compensation.
A precursor work by Cartwright49 based on the returns from timber exploitation suggests that
tropical countries would be unlikely to accept less then US$ 20 (or US$ 32 when indexed to
2002) as a compensation for not converting their forests. The net conservation costs
incurred by Kenya from its reserves were estimated21 at US$ 57 ha-1 y-1. In a global
simulation, the economic loss of setting aside reserves (opportunity costs) was estimated108
at US$ 40.5 ha-1 y-1 for the “Rest of the World” (which included Latin America). An
estimation based on empirical data for a global network of protected areas43 suggested that
the opportunity (based on land purchase price) and management costs of new areas in Latin
America would be US$ 9.4 ha-1 y-1. Kremen et al. (2000)19 estimated the net conservation
costs for a National Park in Madagascar at US$ 57 ha-1 y-1 (from the full capture scenario,
10% discount rate, 30 years timespan). The World Bank estimated109 the opportunity and
management costs of setting aside new areas as protected forest in developing countries at
US$ 93 ha-1y-1. A Payment for Ecosystem Services in Costa Rica, financed by the World
Bank, pays US$ 45 ha-1 y-1 to landowners who conserve forests110. Finally the three works
that based the estimation of the opportunity costs in this study offered values of US$ 38,4[17]
, US$ 48,5[18] and US$ 57[42].
Given the remarkably different methodologies and the spatial and temporal differences
between the ten estimates, the results are relatively close. Apart from the highest and the
lowest values, the other 8 studies are located in the US$ 32 – US$ 57 interval, with a mean
of US$ 46.9. Including the lowest and the highest values have a very small effect on the
mean (now at US$ 47.8). These mean values are close to the opportunity costs (US$50,4)
and are higher than the current net marginal conservation costs (US$ 32.5) and the average
compensation value (US$ 14.1) estimated here. The fact that the last two values are inside
the interval and below the mean indicates that the quantitative values estimated are not
overly distorted and may be considered conservative estimates.
CONSISTENCY AND LIMITATIONS
Due to the many theoretical and practical obstacles found, it was necessary to adopt some
simplifications. Some of the consequent limitations are:
1)The Brazilian Amazon is not a single, homogeneous forest block. There are considerable
regional differences in several ecological characteristics (i.e. soil composition, species
diversity, climatic regimes) that impact the benefits provided by the forest. In addition to
being impacted by these ecological differences, the benefits provided by alternative uses are
also highly influenced by regional differences in socio-economic characteristics (i.e. transport
infrastructure, distance to markets).
2) In order to analyse the benefits provided by the ecosystems to mankind, those have been
classified into different “services” and analysed individually. Although this is the common
practice in the literature, its is important to keep in mind that ecological systems are complex
net of interactions111 and that alterations in one service impacts the provision of others. For
instance, species extinction is likely to impact the climate regulation service38, while
interactions between the latter and the hydrological cycle have recently been better
understood39,40. These feedbacks often present time lags, adding more complexity to the
analysis. Further research that introduces these interrelations into the analysis can help to
reduce distortion in the results.
3) Although a large portion of the key values were obtained from studies focused in the
Brazilian Amazon, estimates from other tropical countries were also used. Despite being a
common practice in the literature, the issue of transferring environmental benefits estimates
across different countries is a very complex one. Different environmental, economic and
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socio-cultural characteristics imply different values for each country. Although some tools
were used to reduce the distortions, this is still a source of error.
4) Apart from timber, where all the data necessary for the estimations was available, the
simplifying assumptions adopted in the estimations of the values related to the other direct
use benefits of the forest probably distorted the individual results. These distortions,
however, would only begin to influence the cost-benefit analysis if the largest of the minimum
areas found were more than doubled. Given the conservative assumptions adopted, it is
unlikely that these minimum areas have been so strongly underestimated.
5) The estimation of some of the indirect use values is probably the major limitation in this
study. Apart from the climate regulation service, whose marginal benefits were estimated
directly, the indirect marginal benefits were obtained through the conversion of published
average values using the rectangular hyperbolic function. Although based on a published
work and presenting the dynamic behavior expected by several different authors, the choice
of this functions it is still an arbitrary one. There are other functions that would also match
the expected behavior and produce different quantitative results. It would even be possible
to select a function that would result in the national benefits from the forest being higher than
the benefits of alternative uses. This choice, however, in addition to being as arbitrary as the
one made here, would lead to conclusions that contradict the ones obtained from the review
of case studies carried earlier. It is this consensus found in the analysis of the literature that
gives a qualitative support to the conclusions found here.
6) The marginal option value estimated should be considered a conservative lower-limit
bound, as the potential for pharmacological application is only a portion of the new benefits
that can arise from the conserved forest.
7) The value chosen to reflect the benefits from the conversion to alternative uses was
based in two recent and methodologically strong analysis focused on the Brazilian Amazon.
Its dynamic behavior, however, was not the focus of this study and the supposition adopted
here that it would remain constant throughout the conversion process is a very simplistic
one. According to projected market estimates, however, it is likely that this is a conservative
estimate and a more realistic approach would reinforce the qualitative conclusions found.
8) Finally, in addition to these, this work also carries all the limitations expressed by the
authors of the studies whose estimates were used.
Overall, all the simplifications certainly have a quantitative impact on the results that,
therefore, should be used with caution. The impact could certainly be reduced with additional
research. Although this quantitative distortion certainly exists, the subsequent critical
discussion and comparison with similar values in the literature indicate that it may not be
overly large. And, more importantly, the analysis of comparative case studies made
previously shows that it is unlikely that these distortions have had a qualitative influence on
the main conclusions of this study.
RESEARCH INSIGHTS
Even with reservations about some quantitative estimates, the dynamic marginal approach
adopted provided important research insights, that can explored in future:
1)Recognizing the different characteristics of each category of the TEV and using different
approaches for each one allowed to overcome some of the pitfalls encountered in the
analysis.
2)There are some misinterpretations in the literature about the nature of the values
estimated. Estimating values for one unit (usually a hectare) of a natural area does not mean
it is marginal value. A unit value can be an average (usually obtained by dividing a value
found for the whole ecosystem by its area), a maximum (usually obtained by estimating the
potential value that could be produced in a unit) or a marginal value, which is how much one
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more unit contributes to the total value. The last one is usually more useful for policy
purposes.
3) The focus on a very extensive area brought up an interesting scale issue in relation to the
marginal direct use values. The vast majority of works in the literature estimate values for
much smaller areas, such as specific reserves and parks. It is generally assumed that there
will be a market for all the goods potentially produced in the whole area, yielding a positive
marginal value. That may be true for small areas. When we start “zooming out” the picture,
however, this assumption ceases to be valid after a certain point and the marginal value
drops to zero.
4) Due to the valuation process used, estimations for indirect, option and non-use values
generally yield values of average nature. If the general behaviour of marginal values is the
one depicted in Figure 1 – as the literature suggests – then these average values can be
considerably different than current marginal values.
5)Applying an empirical ecological function into the economic valuation process allowed the
estimation of a sound dynamic behaviour for option, bequest and existence values. In the
case of the latter two, the approach was supported and confirmed by empirical economic
estimates. This highlights the still largely untapped potential of cooperation between these
two sciences.
6)Works in the literature addressing a cooperation such as the one proposed here usually
argue that the payment by the international community should be equal to the opportunity
and management costs incurred by the host nation. In fact the national benefits of the
conserved area should be deducted from those costs (to find the incremental costs). The
dynamic analysis also shows that simply deducting current marginal national benefits from
current marginal costs and multiplying them by the area in order to find total compensation
may not be strictly correct. Supposing that the national benefits would rise faster than the
costs (the only way to have Qnat>0), this procedure would overestimate the necessary
compensation. As an illustration, current marginal costs of conservation were estimated here
at US$ 50.4 ha-1 yr-1, current net marginal costs at US$ 31.8 ha-1 yr-1 and the average
compensation costs at US$ 13.4 ha-1 yr-1.
THE ROLE OF THE INTERNATIONAL EXTERNALITY
The initial analysis of comparative case studies hinted on the decisive role that international
externalities have in the persistence of the conversion process in lower-income countries.
This classic market failure arises in this case from the interaction of the different spatial
dimensions of ecosystem services with the division of the planet in sovereign sub-units. The
consequence is that a country does not receive all the benefits arising from its ecosystems
and, when bearing all the costs of their conservation, is attracted to a national point of
equilibrium which is lower than the global optimum. The role of the externality becomes clear
in the graphic theoretical analysis (Fig. 1), which is also in perfect harmony with past and
current trends of the conversion process in both high and low income countries.
The impact of this market failure became frightening clear when the marginal dynamic
approach estimated that 63.4% of the current area of the Brazilian Amazon will be
deforested until it reaches the national equilibrium point. This proportion is consistent with
the past behaviour of the conversion process throughout the planet. Tropical deforestation is
unlikely to stop if the substantial economic incentives contrary to conservation – here
estimated at annual US$ 4.5 billion for the Brazilian Amazon and US$ 17.4 billion for all
tropical forests – are not counterbalanced.
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It is important to understand that these incentives do influence private and governmental
decisions even if they are not explicitly accounted for or even directly perceived. Their
diffuse force acts through the political process, resulting in governmental decisions to
“develop” natural environments. Even when governments resist these pressures, maybe
against the interests21,31 of their own people, the invisible hand pushes national and foreign
private groups to illegal acts, whose repression demands additional sacrifice of public
resources.
In addition to being unrealistic, it is hardly fair to demand that the population of tropical
countries sacrifice part of their scarce well-being by forfeiting their “national optimum path”,
in order to provide the global optimum amount of ecosystem services to an international
community, of which many members already enjoy high levels of affluence. It is fairer to
expect that this community transfer back a small part of the global benefits these
ecosystems provide in order to compensate their host countries by the net loss incurred in
conserving them at global optimum levels.
DISCUSSION
The idea of an international compensation mechanism against tropical deforestation is not
new17,18,26,42,43,49 and is gaining momentum. Following proposals by tropical countries in the
2005 and 2006 annual Conferences (cit), the UN Convention on Climate Change is currently
studying the issue, with a report due in the 2007 Conference50. A similar suggestion was
also made by the most complete analysis on the economics of climate change to date,
where avoiding tropical deforestation was pointed out as one of the cheapest and most
straightforward ways of combating climate change42.
The fact that both references are related to the climate issue should not, however, lead to
the inference that a cooperation as proposed here and elsewhere should necessarily be
achieved exclusively through existing climate change frameworks. Including avoided
deforestation in the general carbon market has still unsolved technical issues and potential
destabilizing consequences. In addition, since here the main stakeholders form a smaller
group, with ten countries hosting 75% of the world’s tropical forests4 and the EU, the US,
Japan and Canada holding 70% of the global wealth, achieving cooperation should be
easier.
Certainly complex political negotiations on national and international levels are part of the
way forward. Nonetheless, there is room for optimism. The analysis performed here, even
whilst ignoring a wide range of unquantified positive environmental and humanitarian “sideeffects” and being based on the selfish utility of individuals, showed that a cooperation is a
strong win-win solution, with its global benefits outweighing by far the amount of
compensation necessary.
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